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_ REFRI‘GERATING DEvIcE‘FoRÄoARs 
Ludwig sehwarzmayr, san‘Franciscacalif; 
Application Julyfs, 

194s, sèrial Noi-682,004 
4 Claims. (Cl. 62%139)` 

My invention relates to improvements'in cars. 
One object of the invention is to ‘provide a car 

with a cooling device ' 
erate.` which is inexpensive to op 

Another object is 
which the air pressure is reduced below the nor 
mal'atrriospheric pressureso’ as to increase va 
poration of water providing the cooling agent for 

the car. » ` Y "A further object is to 

for conventional cars 
be mounted on a car or. 

provide a cooling device 
Which conveniently .» can1 
removed therefrom. 

Fig. 3 shows a side elevation of a private pas 
senger car provided with the cooling device in a 
modiñed form, the cooling device is shown in section. 

Fig. 4 is a rear view of the upper part of the 
car shown in Fig. 3 and the cooling device of 
which the left side is shown in section on line 4~4 in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 is a part of the casing and the leg shown 
in Fig. 4 as it appears when removed. 
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air inlet 25 'of the tunnel 22'1‘s relatively'smalland4 
The car I travels' in’the 

the outlet 2`6is larger’. 
direction indicated by the arrow 21, and the‘air 

vides an insulation against cold. 
The Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show a 

of the car 3| . 

The rubber tank 35 has flanges 38, 38 which sup 
port the casing 39 forming the sides 40, 4U and the top 4l 

the outside of the drains 45 are secured to the 
legs 44 by the screws 48, 48. 
Upon the bottom 36 of 

49 to which water is distributed from the perfor 
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car is put to use so that a considerable cooling 

' of the interior of the car is effected by the time 

the car is put to use. 
As is shown in the drawings the inlet 58 of 

the tunnel 34 is relatively small and the outlet 
59 is larger so that when the car travels a low 
air pressure zone is produced. in the tunnel 34, 
so as to increase vaporization of Water providing 
Vthe cooling means for the car.V 

' The cooling device described above can be re 
moved without dimculty when not needed. A 

frame work of the g-arage and having holding 

toV engage the underside of the top 4| _of the tun 

spective case and the clamps 41 removed or se 
cured; ¿No drawing of the elevating device is 
shown and it forms nopart of the invention. 

_I claim: „ y » e V1. In a car, a-car body provided with an upper 
structure comprising a tunnel aligned with the 
direction of travel, Water distributing means in 
said tunnel arranged to distributeV water over 
theV bottom of the tunnel, said tunnel having a 
relatively small inlet and an outlet larger than 
said inlet to reduce the air pressure in the tunnel 
during movement of the car. 

2. In aY car, a carY body having a top, 'a tunnel 
removably mounted on said top and being aligned 
>with the direction of travel and comprising a 
rubber tank having a bottom of aV contour cor 
responding With ‘the Vcontour of said top and 
forming the bottom of the tunnel, a casing ar 
ranged With respect to- saidtank to form the 

V roof and sides of said tunnel, and means to de 

liver VWater to said tank. 

convenient method of mounting and dismount-V ì 
ing the tunnel is by providing a conventionalA 
elevating device suspended fromvthe overhead e 

means adapted to be inserted i?to‘the tunnel“v 

nel so that the tunnel may be elevated or placedA A 
down on top of the car as required inthe re- ’ ' > 
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3. In a. car, a car body having a top, a tunnel 

aligned with the direction of travel and having a . 
relatively small inlet and an outlet larger than 
saidíinlet and being removably mounted on said 

5 top and comprising a rubber tank having a bot 
tom 'of a contour corresponding with the con 
tour lof said top, a casing arranged with respect 
tosaid tank to form the sides and top of the 
tunnel, said casing having members engaging 

10 the sijdes of said tank to retain the tank in posi-V 
tionf and supporting means secured to said cas 

VV_ing and being releasably secured to members of 
said body. ' 
-4. A car having a body provided with an upper 

15 structure comprising a tunnel aligned with its 
direction of travelfwater distributing means in 
>said.,tunne1 arranged to distribute Water over 
the bottom of said tunnel, the sides of said body 

lower part of said car, means for delivering 
Water iromsaid supply tank to'said distributing 
means, and tubes arranged to pass thru said 
chambers and being connected with the bottom 

25 of said tunnel to receive Water therefrom and 
leading to said tank, substantially as described. 

c ' LUDWIG SCHWARZMAYR. 
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having spaced walls forming chambers there- ` 
20 between, a water supply tank arranged at the 


